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Abstract
This article describes Open University Malaysia’s efforts at enhancing the blended learning
approach for undergraduate distance learners with the successful implementation of the Mobile
Learning via SMS initiative. The pilot project was implemented in the May 2009 semester, and
this coming January 2011 semester will be in its sixth consecutive semester. Aspects such as the
conceptual model, the process flow of group messaging, and challenges faced, as well as
effectiveness of the initiative, are discussed.
Keywords: Distance education; mobile learning; SMS; text messaging; enhanced blended
learning
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Introduction
True to the university’s vision of being the leader in flexible learning, Open University Malaysia
(OUM), Malaysia’s first open and distance learning institution of higher education, embarked on
a Mobile Learning via SMS initiative in an effort to support distance learners, who are mostly
working adults, and to make learning more flexible and ubiquitous for them. The initiative may
be considered the first and only one of its kind that has successfully been implemented on a large
scale (to date involving an approximate total of 13,200 learners) by a Malaysian higher education
institution. The general objectives of mobile learning are
1. to enhance the blend of learning modes at OUM;
2. to increase the flexibility of learning offered to OUM learners; and
3. to encourage and support ubiquitous learning (just in time, anytime, anywhere) via
mobile technologies.
Open University Malaysia’s mission is to widen access to quality education and to provide
lifelong learning opportunities by leveraging technology, by adopting flexible modes of learning,
and by providing a conducive and engaging learning environment at a competitive and affordable
cost. With that in mind and in line with the motto “University for All,” text messaging was
chosen over other mobile technology applications because it is the lowest common denominator
of all mobile technologies: It can be used on all types of mobile phones and students are familiar
with receiving SMSes. This is consistent with the university’s philosophy of democratizing
education, which means making education available to all, regardless of time, place, age, and
social economic background. Further, with the high penetration rate of mobile phone
subscriptions of 106.2 per 100 people in Malaysia (Malaysian Communications and Multimedia
Commission, 2009), it appeared this was the way to go in making inroads into the use of mobile
devices for learning among Malaysian distance learners. A “saturation of technology in the target
audience” would lend a hand in bringing to scale a successful application for m-learning as
advocated by Vitelli (2000), as cited in Caudill (2007).
Since its inception, the university has adopted a blended learning approach, an approach
commonly used by open and distance learning higher education institutions and which, according
to Melton, Graf, and Chopak-Foss (2009), has been found to be helpful in increasing retention
rates. However, as indicated by OUM’s cumulative attrition rate of 42.3% from the years 2001 to
2008 (Abdol Latif, Sumalee, & Bahroom, 2009), much more needs to be done to help sustain the
distance learners who are likely to feel isolated and alienated because of a lack of interaction and
communication with fellow learners, tutors, and the university as compared to those in traditional
universities (Hara & Kling, 2001; Flowers, 2001; Zirkle, 2002; Dzakiria, 2005). In trying to
bridge the transactional distances faced by the learners, it was noted that the university needed to
provide a higher level of support to the learners more regularly and unobtrusively and to engage
them psychologically by motivating and reminding them to keep pace with course schedules and
requirements, as well as to help them develop self-regulation skills (Tyler-Smith, 2006;
Crawford, 2008).
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Available literature records that in the last ten years, there have been numerous successful
attempts by higher education institutions worldwide in using text messages to support distance
learners. From Africa, these include the University of Pretoria, South Africa, and Makerere
University, Uganda. From the Asia-Pacific region are the Allama Iqbal Open University of
Pakistan, the Sheffield Hallam University branch in India, the Srinakharinwirot University of
Thailand, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, and Box Hill Institute of TAFE, Victoria,
Australia. Elsewhere, in the United Kingdom, universities that have also implemented mobile
learning via SMS include Kingston University and the University of Ulster.
The universities recorded success in the following areas of support to their learners:
1. administrative support – reminding learners of contact session dates and registration
deadlines, particularly those who have been missing face-to-face sessions (Ericsson
Global, n.d.; Viljoen, du Preez, & Cook, 2005; Kajumbula, 2006; Yousof, 2007; Keegan,
Kismihok, Mileva, & Rekkedal, 2009);
2. academic purposes – sending SMSes that contain important course content, which is
chunked in small sizes (Uday Bhaskar & Govindarajulu, 2008);
3. e-Counselling services (Commonwealth of Australia, 2006);
4. learner development support – helping learners to self-manage their studies better (Stone,
2001);
5. learner assessment – sending interactive quizzes for learner self-assessment (Sukaphat,
2007; Clarke, Keing, Lam, & McNaught, 2008).
OUM’s Mobile Learning via SMS was initiated in 2009 after a study that was conducted to
determine the percentage of OUM learners possessing a mobile phone and the extent to which
learners perceived themselves to be ready for such a project indicated that 98% of OUM learners
have at least one mobile phone and approximately 82% perceived themselves to be ready for
mobile learning (Abas, Chn’g, & Mansor, 2009). Five dimensions of support were identified,
namely administrative support, academic support, learner motivation enhancement, learner selfmanagement development, and learning activities co-ordination.

Conceptual Model
Under the university’s blended approach to learning, undergraduate students learn via a blend of
three modes: 10 hours of face-to-face tutorials per semester, self-managed learning using
modules, and online learning via asynchronous forum discussions in the university’s learning
management system, as well as online resources such as digital learning objects. (Refer to Figure
1.) With the incorporation of mobile learning, the blended learning environment is enhanced in
that the text messages (a.k.a. SMSes) give timely important information about the course, help
learners to better manage their studies, motivate them, and encourage as well as remind them to
tap into the three existing modes.
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Figure 1. Blended learning approach at OUM.
Based on the recorded advantages afforded by mobile learning found in a review of related
literature, five categories of SMS were identified: 1) content, 2) forum/Facebook, 3) tips, 4)
motivation, and 5) course management. The five categories of text messages, their purpose, and
examples are as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
SMS Categories, Purpose, and Examples
Category
Content

Purpose
To help learners locate/remember
important course facts easily

Forum/Facebook To remind and motivate learners to
participate in discussion forums
Tips

To provide hints/strategies on how
to do well in their studies

Motivation

To motivate learners to persevere in
the learning process

Course
management

To provide timely
announcements/reminders related to
tutorials/assessments

Example
There are 4 pairs of learning styles:
Active/Reflective; Sensing/Intuitive;
Visual/Verbal; Sequential/Global. Which is
yours? See Appendix 1.1.
Would you consider Tony Fernandez a
successful entrepreneur? Why do you say so?
Post your views in LMS forum.
Revise focus assessment for renal patients and
effective nurse-client communication in
preparation for OSCE.
To succeed, we must first believe that we can.
By Michael Korda. Always believe in yourself
:-).
Your assignment is due next week. Remember
to submit by T4. Best wishes!

In the May 2010 semester, interactive SMS applications were developed so that learners could
respond to the SMSes received. Two types of interactive SMS application used are as shown in
Table 2.
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Table 2
Interactive SMS Applications

1.
a.

Sequence of events
Example
Survey Question and Response
OUM sends a survey Dear OUM learner, if you do NOT wish to receive anymore
item
Mobile Learning SMS for OUMH1103, please key in OUM
OUMH1103 STOP and send to 32255.

b.

Student responds

c.

OUM replies

2.
a.

Multiple Choice Questioning, Response, & Feedback
OUM sends a
What TQM area of focus refers to employee authority to make
multiple choice
decisions?
question with 4
A. Training
answer options
B. Empowerment
C. Involvement
D. Recognition

b.

Instruction on how to
respond

c.

Student responds

d.

OUM sends feedback

Thank you for your SMS. You will discontinue receiving the
Mobile Learning SMSes within a week. Best wishes from OUM.

To check your answer, key in OUM OUMM2103 A, B, C or D
and send to 32255.

A : Sorry, your answer is incorrect. The correct answer is B.
Empowerment is the authority to take control and make decisions.
B : That is correct! Empowerment is the authority to take control
and make decisions. Congratulations!
C : Sorry, your answer is incorrect. The correct answer is B.
Empowerment is the authority to take control and make decisions.
D : Sorry, your answer is incorrect. The correct answer is B.
Empowerment is the authority to take control and make decisions.
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Figure 2. Enhanced blended learning environment.
In essence, when the university sends the text messages to learners, unsolicited information is
pushed to learners outside normal interaction hours and communication spaces. Upon receiving
the SMS, learners may choose to respond by ‘pulling’ information immediately, or if they are
busy with work or family commitments, they may opt to do that at a later time when they are free.
The type of action that learners engage in depends on the category of SMS received. If a contentrelated SMS is received, they may ‘pull’ information from their modules, or if they are not clear
on course concepts, they can seek further clarification/explanation from their tutors during faceto-face tutorials. However, if they receive a text message encouraging them to discuss in online
forums/Facebook, learners may log onto the asynchronous forums to interact with their peers or
tutors. Besides extending learning space, the other advantage afforded by mobile learning is that
it facilitates “just-in-time” learning and lends more flexibility to the whole learning process.

Courses Involved
The courses for which Mobile Learning were offered are as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3
Details of Mobile Learning Courses

Semester
MAY 2009
SEPT 2009

JAN 2010

MAY 2010

SEPT
2010

Course Code
Course
OUMH 1103
Learning Skills for ODL
OUMH 1103
Learning Skills for ODL
BBUS 2103
Company Law
NBNS 3504
Renal Nursing
OUMH 1103
Learning Skills for ODL
BBMA 3103
Management Accounting 1
CBCP 2103
Computer Programming
HBCA 2103
Principles of Advertising
NBNS 2804
Mental Health Nursing
SBBI 4203
General Genetics
OUMH 1103
Learning Skills for ODL
OUMH 1203
English for Written Communication
OUMM 2103
Entrepreneurship
MPW1133/2133
Malaysian Studies
(fully online)

No. of learners
involved

No. of
SMSes
sent per
course

1863

31

1173

25

243

31

318

30

1942

29

93

26

149

28

27

22

89

32

346

21

1477

25

2961

25

1857

29

196

20

Learner Support
To take advantage of popular Web 2.0 technologies, Facebook and Twitter were used to support
this initiative; Facebook provided an alternative platform to the normal asynchronous online
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forums in the university’s learning management system for learners to discuss related content,
while Twitter was used to archive the SMSes sent. Throughout the initiative, learner support was
provided in the form of telephone and email helplines. Guidelines in OUM’s learning
management system covered reporting non-receipt of SMSes, accessing and interacting in
Facebook, and updating mobile phone numbers. Approximately midway through the semester,
learners were given the option to stop receiving the SMSes. Thus far, less than 5% of the learners
have chosen to do so in any one semester.

Process Flow
The process flow for group messaging is as shown in Figure 3. Prior to the start of each semester,
the Mobile Learning via SMS team together with the subject matter experts develop the SMS
schedule and content (see sample in Figure 4.) Mobile phone numbers of learners are also
obtained from the Registry database and .txt files are prepared using Notepad for incorporation in
the university’s group messaging application known as OUM Workmate (see Figure 5.) During
the academic semester, individual text messages are copied and pasted into Workmate and set to
be sent at a predetermined delayed date and time. In addition, delivery of the SMSes is monitored
and technical problems that arise such as non-delivery or late delivery of SMSes are noted, and
the frequency of such occurrences are analysed. Finally, at the end of each semester, the
effectiveness of the initiative in supporting our distance learners is evaluated.
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Local TelCo
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Process flow of interactive SMS
when learners respond

Learners’
mobile
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Figure 3. Process flow diagram.
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DAYS

Week 2 (28 Sept – 4 Oct 2009)
(Topic 1– Introduction to Company
Law)

Week 1 (21 – 27 Sept 2009)
(Before T1)

21
HARI RAYA PUASA
MONDAY

28
There are 4 types of business structure in
Malaysia. Discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of each type in the forum.
Refer to 1.2 and 1.3
F

22

TUESDAY

HARI RAYA PUASA
Welcome back to OUM! You will be
receiving a series of SMSes for Company
Law as part of our value added service.
It is free. Enjoy!
CM

WEDNESDAY

Do you know that learning is an active
process? We learn by doing. Only
knowledge that is used sticks in your
mind. Dale Carnegie

THURSDAY

24
Your tutor is very keen to meet you
during tutorials. Welcome you all and be
on time. See you!
CM

Week 3 (5 – 11 Oct 2009)
(Topic 1- Introduction to Company
Law )

5
Is the company liable for all contracts
entered into by promoter before
incorporation of the company? Refer to
1.8.4
.
C

29

6

7
30
What are the effects of incorporation to
Why is partnership business structure
a company according to the Companies
very popular among entrepreneurs in ?
Act 1965? Refer to 1.4.5
Discuss in myLMS forum. Refer to 1.3.2
F
M
C

23

FRIDAY/SAT/
SUNDAY

8

1
Hi, try to read your module regularly and
participate actively in the forum. This
will help you do well in your studies. :-)
T

TUTORIAL 1
(25 – 27 Sept 2009)

2

TUTORIAL 2
(9 – 11 Sept 2009) 15

Figure 4. Sample SMS Content and Schedule.

16

Figure 5. Screen capture of OUM’s Workmate (Group messaging application).
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Challenges
When developing the text messages, the number of characters available is currently only 134 (145
prior to the September 2010 semester, i.e., before the standard change in short code which
requires RM0.00 to be shown if the cost of the SMS sent is borne by the sender). This is
markedly less than that available in normal SMSes because when using group messaging via the
bulk SMS gateway, several characters are taken up in showing the short code involved (e.g.,
RM0.00 OUM OUMH1103). Thus, when developing the SMS content, much care has to be taken
in ensuring the message is meaningful yet concise and the language used is simple. In order to
discourage learners from thinking that short forms are acceptable in written documents,
abbreviations like ‘tq’ are not used unless absolutely necessary, that is, when the number of
characters for a particular message already exceeds the limit.
Further, some technical issues that have surfaced during implementation of the initiative include
non-delivery or late delivery of SMSes either due to problems at the bulk SMS gateway provider
or because of service glitches at certain telecommunication providers. When a message is not
received at the targeted time, the Mobile Learning team generally waits until the following day to
see if it is a permanent failure. In such cases, the same message will be reset for the following day
and the subsequent SMS is also rescheduled if it was scheduled for the day after the failed SMS.

Effectiveness of the Initiative
Findings from summative evaluations of the initiative have consistently shown that learners
appreciated the text messages and felt that the SMSes had helped them to stay focused and
engaged in their studies. The messages were also useful in providing important information
related to the course. Additionally, in general, the learners agreed that the messages had allowed
them to learn anytime and anywhere and had helped them manage their studies better (Abas, Lim,
& Woo, 2009; Abas, Lim, Singh, & Wei, 2009; Singh, 2010; Abas, Lim, & Ramly, in press).
Every semester over 95% of the learners involved expressed their wish that Mobile Learning via
SMS be extended to other courses as well.
In monetary terms, the cost of sending one SMS is 20 sen. Thus, for an average of 25 SMSes to a
single learner for one course per semester, the cost borne by the university is RM5.00. If one were
to compare that to the benefits of possible successful retention and progress of a learner in his/her
studies, one might safely say it is a great investment in terms of ensuring learner success and
satisfaction. While it is noted that a proper cost-effectiveness study on the use of SMS in
retaining students and recouping costs would be able to shed light on how viable the initiative is,
it ought to be also emphasized that not all things valued may be measured in monetary terms.
Helping even a single learner to enjoy and succeed in learning is what counts for a responsible
distance education provider.
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Conclusion
Mobile learning via SMS helps reduce the transactional distance of psychological and
communication space often faced by distance learners who are separated in terms of geographical
distance and time (Moore, 1997). It also enables the university to reach out to learners outside of
conventional communication spaces, and it helps to keep learners connected to the university,
their peers, and their tutors.
As the project has been found to be sustainable in terms of costs, efforts, and resources, the
university plans to further extend the service to other courses, in particular those that will be
conducted fully online.
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